
     Custom Sound Waveform Ring                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

      * US Ring Size / Price in USD 

       RING STYLE 
  Flat ring  - 1.5mm thick  

    AVAILABLE MATERIALS  
   18 karat & 14 karat white, yellow, pink gold,   

      18karat Palladium white gold, Platinum 950 
      (Other colors of gold are available by request) 

    *Regular 18K white gold  (75% gold) 
     Standard white gold alloy with a low nickel content.    
     This is a sturdy alloy and it is slightly yellowish in color.      
     (White gold jewelry sold in the US is mostly rhodium   
      plated to make it white.) 

    *Regular 14K white gold  (58.5% gold) 
      It is grayish-white and white in color and contains nickel. 

    *18K palladium white gold   
     The brilliant white gold metal. It is softer than  
     Regular 18k white and also nickel-free.  

   *Platinum 950 (95% platinum) 
    Platinum is denser and heavier than gold. It is also  
     hypoallergenic and naturally more white in color than white   
     gold. I use a harder platinum alloy for durability. 

    *Pink (Rose) gold 
     It has an attractive warm color and decent hardness. 

    *Yellow gold  
     Timeless gold color. 14K yellow is softer than other colors   
      Of gold. 

  *All rings are made with Eco-friendly and 100% recycled gold 

  * Please inform me if you are allergic to any metal.  
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     Custom Sound Waveform Ring                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

      * US Ring Size / Price in USD 
       RING STYLE 

  Curved surface (Comfort fit) ring  - 1.8mm thick  

    AVAILABLE MATERIALS  
   18 karat & 14 karat white, yellow, pink gold,   

      18karat Palladium white gold, Platinum 950 
      (Other colors of gold are available by request) 
 

    *Regular 18K white gold  (75% gold) 
     Standard white gold alloy with a low nickel content.    
     This is a sturdy alloy and it is slightly yellowish in color.      
     (White gold jewelry sold in the US is mostly rhodium   
      plated to make it white.) 

    *Regular 14K white gold  (58.5% gold) 
      It is grayish-white in color and contains nickel. 

    *18K palladium white gold   
     The brilliant white gold metal. It is softer than  
     Regular 18k white and also nickel-free.  

   *Platinum 950 (95% platinum) 
    Platinum is denser and heavier than gold. It is also  
     hypoallergenic and naturally more white in color than white   
     gold. I use a harder platinum alloy (Spring platinum)for   
     durability. 

    *Pink (Rose) gold 
     It has an attractive warm color and decent hardness. 

    *Yellow gold  
     Timeless gold color. 14K yellow is softer than other color   
      Of gold. 

  *All rings are made with Eco-friendly and 100% recycled gold 

  * Please inform me if you are allergic to any metal.  
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